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ABSTRACT. Every continuous map of a compact interval into itself has every 
trajectory approximable by cycles, or is e-chaotic for some £ > 0. For some 
functions (called stable) the first property is stable in the sense tha t per turbed 
functions can be only little chaotic whenever the perturbat ion is small. In the 
paper, we give the topological s t ructure (with respect to stable functions) of the 
space of continuous maps of an interval with zero topological en t ropy 
Introduction 
Let (C(7, J), g) be the space of continuous functions I —> I with the uniform 
metric £, where I is a compact real interval. For / G C(7, / ) , fn denotes the nth 
iterate of / ; the orbit of an interval J C / is the set {fn(J); n = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . } , 
oo 
sometimes we consider the orbit as \J fn(J)', Wf(x) denotes the cj-limit set 
n=0 
of the trajectory {fn(x)} _ of x. A periodic point of / is any x G / such 
that fn(x) = x for some n E N, the smallest such n is called the period of x\ 
analogously for an interval J C I. The set of all periodic points of / is denoted 
by P e r ( / ) . 
From the viewpoint of applicability in mathematical modelling, remarkable 
attention is given to asymptotical properties of trajectories, especially to regu-
lar asymptotical behavior like asymptotical periodicity. Unfortunately, an arbi-
trarily small perturbation of the map can destroy the last-named property. In 
connection with this, the notion of stability introduced in [4] (see Def. below) 
A M S S u b j e c t C l a s s i f i c a t i o n (1991): Pr imary 26A18, 28D20, 54H20, 58F12, 58F13. 
K e y w o r d s : topological entropy , chaotic map, stable map . 
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is significant. By [3], [5] (cf. also [4]), every / G C(I,I) has just one of the 
following two properties: 
A. / is non-chaotic, every trajectory of / is approximable by cycles, i.e., 
VzGJ Ve>0 3pePer(f) : l imsup | / n (x ) - fn(p)\ <e. (1) 
n—>oo 
B. / i s e-chaotic, i.e., 







Note that e-chaos is weaker than positive topological entropy. 
There is a natural question about the size (in the topological sense) of the 
set of stable functions as a subset of the space of functions with zero topological 
entropy (or, equivalently, functions with no cycle of period ^ 2 n ) . Now we can 
recall the definition of a stable function and present the main result with some 
consequences. 
DEFINITION. ([4]) A non-chaotic map / G C(I,I) is called stable if for any 
e > 0, any g G C(7,1) sufficiently near to / (relative to the uniform metric) has 
every trajectory ^-approximable by cycles (i.e., for any x there is a p G Pev(g) 
such that (1) is true for / replaced with g). 
THEOREM. The set of all functions f in C(I,I) with the following two prop-
erties 
(i) Pe r ( / ) is nowhere dense, 
(ii) all trajectories of f are asymptotically periodic (i.e., for any x G I 
there is a point p G Pe r ( / ) such that lim \fn(x) — fn(p)\ = 0) 
n—>-oo 
is dense in the set Z(I,I) C C(I,I) of maps with zero topological entropy. 
COROLLARY 1. The set S(I,I) C C(I,I) of stable functions is dense in 
Z(I,I). 
P r o o f . This simply follows from Theorem by Theorem 2 (below). • 
Now let £ be an arbitrary positive number. We put £<-(/, I) = {/ G Z(I, I); 
36>0 Vg£.C(I, I) : if g(f,g) < S, then g has all trajectories e-approximable 
by cycles}. From Corollary 1, we have: 
COROLLARY 2. Se(I,I) is open and dense in Z(I,I) for any £ > 0. 
Note that Z(I,I) is complete, and therefore, a second category space. 
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COROLLARY 3. S(L,L) is a residual G$ subset of Z(L,L). 
Now we define: 
F(I, L) = {/ G C(I, I); / has cycles exactly of the periods 1, 2 , . . . , 2n 
for some n} , 
N(I, I) = {/ G C(L, L); / i s non chaotic} . 
COROLLARY 4. N(L,L) \ F(I,L) is residual in Z(L,L); F(I,I) and 
Z(I, I)\ F(L, L) are first category sets in Z(L, L). 
P r o o f . By Theorem 1 (below), we obtain that F(L,I) is a first category 
set in Z(L,I). Corollary 3 finishes the proof if we realize that S(L,L) C N(L,I). 
• 
Preliminaries 
THEOREM 1. ([1]) Let f G C(L,L) have a point of period n . Then there is a 
neighborhood U of f inside C(L,I) such that for all g G U and every k to the 
right of n in the Sarkovskij ordering g has a point of period k. 
THEOREM 2. ([4]) A non-chaotic map f G C(L,L) is stable if and only if the 
following two conditions are satisfied: 
(i) Per(/) is nowhere dense (or, equivalently, Per(/) is a first category 
set, or, equivalently, Per(/) contains no interval); 
(ii) for any infinite UJ-limit set oof(x) and any positive integer n there is 
a system I(n) = {/(n,i); 1 < i < 2 n } of periodic intervals such that 
"l(*) = П ЃUI(n)) 
n = l Ч J 
Note that there is a non-chaotic map for which condition (ii) is not valid, so 
it is not equivalent to non-chaos. 
LEMMA. Let f G Z(L,I) have at least one infinite uj-limit set. Then for any 
n = 0,1, 2,. .. there exists a system 5? of orbits of compact periodic intervals 
of period m = 2n such that 
(i) the interiors of orbits (as subsets of I) in 5? are pairwise disjoint, 
(ii) each orbit in 5? consists of intervals with pairwise disjoint interiors, 
(hi) y covers the union of all infinite uo-limit sets of f. 
P r o o f . Let u>f(x) be infinite. Then there is an orbit J(n) = {J(n, 1 ) , . . . 
. . . , J(n, ra)} of pairwise disjoint compact periodic intervals of period m cover­
ing u)f(x) (see [4]). Now consider another infinite Uf(y) and an orbit K(n) = 
{K(n,l),... ,K(n,m)} of compact periodic intervals of period ra covering 
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oof(y). Assume (\JJ(n)j n ( l j ^ ( n ) ) ^ 0. We suppose J(n, 1) and K(nJ) 
to be the left-hand end-interval of J(n) and K(n) respectively. We easily have 
J(n, 1) HK(nJ) ^ 0. Now we will show that {J(n, 1) U K(n, 1 ) , . . . , J(n, m) 
U K(n, m) > is an orbit of pairwise disjoint compact periodic intervals of the 
period m. 
Suppose we have (J(n, i) U K(n, i)) n (J(n, j) U K(n, j)) /- 0 for some i ^ j . 
Then clearly K(n,i) n J(nJ) ^ 0 or J(n,i) D K(nJ) ^ 0. We can assume 
without loss of generality that K(n,i) n J(nJ) ^ 0, and IC(n, 1) contains the 
right-hand end-point of J(n, l)nJC(n, 1). Then 0 / fm-j+i (K(n^ i)nJ(nJ)) C 
J(n, 1), and, at the same time, f™-^1 (#(71, i) n J(n, j ) ) C JC(n, k) for suitable 
k=i+ra-j+l (mod m) , and hence fc^l. But J(n, 1) n if (n, k) = 0, and 
this is a contradiction. 
For each infinite cj-limit set of / consider an orbit of pairwise disjoint compact 
periodic intervals of period m covering this set. These orbits create a system 
on which, for a given equivalence, we can make a new system 5? taking for 
each equivalence class the orbit given by the closure of the union of all left-hand 
end-intervals in the class. It is easy to see that there is an equivalence for which 
5? satisfies the statement of Lemma. • 
Proof of the main result 
We give the proof in two steps. The first one is a construction of a function h 
near to / without infinite cj-limit sets. The second one is then "making" Per(/i) 
to be nowhere dense. Since the first step is in detail a little unclear, we give a 
short indication of it. 
By Lemma, for / we take a system 5? with m sufficiently large. Then every 
J(n) in 5? has a sufficiently small interval. We take its pre-image in J(n) and 
change / to h on it, h being constant on the middle of this interval and linearly 
completed on its margins. On the other intervals of J(n), we change f to h 
so that we "shrink down" a little every rectangular J(n, i) x / ( J ( n , i ) ) with a 
part of the graph of / to its centre and on the margins of J(n, i) we complete 
h linearly. All this we can do in such a way that every point in the interior of 
| j J(n) will be attracted to the unique cycle inside of | j J(n). 
P r o o f . Let / G Z(IJ), and e be an arbitrary positive number. / is 
uniformly continuous on 7, i.e., 
36>0 Vx,yel: \x - y\ < 6 =* \f(x)-f(y)\<^. (2) 
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Now we can choose t £ (0,1) so that 
1-t 
2Í 
diam I < 6 , 
(1 -t) -diamf < 
and m = 2n so that 





Now we are going to construct a function h with all points asymptotically 
periodic satisfying o(/, h) < — . 
If / already has all points asymptotically periodic, then we define h = f on 
I. Otherwise we will construct h in the following way. For / , let 5? be a system 
from Lemma, and ra be as in (5) . 
We put 
h(x) = f(x) for x e l \ ( J (Int J(n, 1) U • • • U Int J(n, ra)) . 
J(n)G^ 
Now let {J(n, 1 ) , . . . , J(n, ra)} be an arbitrary orbit from 5?'. Denote 
J(n, i) = [ai,bi] for z = l , . . . , r a 
and take 
(l + t)ai + (l-t)bi , , (l-t)ai + (l+t)bi 
Ci = and di = 
2 ' 2 
We have O^ < Ci < di < bi. Since J(n, 1 ) , . . . , J(n, ra) have pairwise disjoint 
interiors, we can choose one of them, J(n,j), with diam/(J(n, t7')) < 
< —. Now we will finish the definition of h: 
m 
( aj+1 +bj+1 -2f(aj) 
h(x) = < 
(l-tXbj-aj) 




and for each i = 1,..., ra, i ^ j 
( (a{ + bi- 2x)f(a{) + (ai+1 + bi+1)(x - a{) 
(X — ӣj) + f(dj) for X Є (cLjђCj) , 
for x Є [cj,dj] , 
(bj — x) + f(bj) for x Є (dj,bj), 
h(x) = { 
(ЪІ - UІ) 
( l - 0 ( q < + i + 6 i + i ) , w t ( í - l ) ( a . + &i) + 2a; 
2 + Ч \ 2t 
(2x -ӣj- Ьi)f(bj) + (ai+1 + Ьj+i)(Ь. - x) 
(ЬІ - UІ) 
for x G (ai,Ci), 
for x e [ci,di] , 
for x e (di,bi), 
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where we take a m + i = a\, bm+i = bi, and, in the following, also c m + i = c\, 
dm+1 = d1, J(n, m + 1) = J(n, 1). 
One can easily see that h E C(I,I). 
u>h(x) is a cycle for each x E I: we have h(j(n,i)) C J(n,z + 1) for 
z = 1, . . . , In. So, if /i has an infinite cj-limit set, then it is contained in some 
(J J(n) E 5?. h([ci,di\) C [ Q + I , G ^ + I ] , h is linear on [a^,Q] and [di,bi], and 
/im([c^,d^]) is a one-point set. Using this we easily obtain that every point in 
m 
Int J(n, i) is attracted to the unique cycle of period m in (J Int J(n). The case 
2 = 1 
of end-points is then trivial. 
g(f,h) < — because of the following: f(x) 7-= h(x) is possible only on some 
J(n) E J^7. Since h(J(n, i)) C J(n, 2 + 1) and f(J(n, i)) C J(n, i + 1), we could 
have |/(x) — fr(#)| > -r- only if d i a m J ( n , i + 1) > —. Let J(n,i) be such an 
interval. We will distinguish two cases: 
(t-l)(ai + bi) + 2x 
(i) x E [ci,di\. Since, by (3), 
2t 
< 6, wre have 
\h(x)-f(x)\ 
( 1 - Ѓ ) ( % + 1 + Ь г + l ) - ( l - ŕ ) / ( , ) + t / (
( Ѓ - 1 ) ( % + Ь - ) + 2 ^ ) - f / ( a < l 
by (2) and (4). 
(ii) x G [aj,c„), and analogously, x G (d.,6j]. |li(a;) — f(x)\ < 
\h(x) - h(ai)\ + \h(a{) - f(a{)\ + \f(ai) - f(x)\ < f by (2) and 
(4), using h(ai) = f(ai) and | Q - a^| < (5. 
Now, if Per(/i) is nowhere dense, h has all properties required in Theo­
rem. Therefore we suppose Per(/i) is not nowhere dense. We are going to con­
struct a function F with all points asymptotically periodic and moreover Per (F) 
nowhere dense satisfying g(f, F) < e. 
Since h is non-chaotic, Per(/i) must contain an interval (see [4; Prop . 4.1]). 
All points of such an interval, except one point at the most, must have the same 
period. Let us consider all such intervals. The union of them can be covered by 
pairwise disjoint orbits of a system of periodic compact intervals /C = {K(i); 
i E L} for a suitable set L. We define F as follows: 
F = h on I \ ( j K(i 
гЄЉ 
If [u,v] E /C, then 
F(x) = 
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h(v) for x E ((1 — t)u + tv, v\ . 
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Clearly, F G C(I,I). Using (2) and g(f,h) < | - we have that, if x G 
[u, (l-t)u+tv] , then \F(x) - f(x)\ < \h(u + ^ p - ) - f(u + ^ 2 L ) | + 
1(« + i т - i ) - / ( * ) < e since u H x\ < 2(5, and also, if x G 
( ( l - r > + r U , U] , then |F(x) - / ( x ) | < \h(v) - f(v)\ + \f(v) - f(x)\ < e since 
\v — x\ < 26. Thus we have obtained D(/, F) < e. 
P e r ( F ) is nowhere dense: if K = [u, v] G /C, then there is the smallest k G N 
such that Fk(K) = /ifc(I\") = K. We have two possibilities: 
(i) F f c ^ ) = u and F fc(a:) = i; for x G [(1 - t)u + tu, v] . Then v is a 
globally attracting fixed point of Fk on (u,v]. 
(ii) F f c (u) = v and F f c (x) = u for x G [(1 - t)u + tv, v ] . Then Fk has a 
repulsing fixed point p G (u, (1 — £ ^ + tv) and a cycle {^,^} of the 
period 2 which is globally attracting on K \ {p}. 
From the construction of function F, we obviously have every (jjj?(x) finite 
for each x G I. That completes the proof. • 
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